Identification of non-resistant ROS-1 inhibitors using structure based pharmacophore analysis.
Proto-oncogene receptor tyrosine kinase ROS-1 plays a key role in regulating a variety of cancers mainly non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). The marketed ROS-1 inhibitors such as Crizotinib suffer from the tribulations of growing resistance due to mutations primarily Gly2032Arg in the ROS-1 protein. To curb the problem of resistance, researchers have developed inhibitors such as Lorlatinib against the mutant protein. The present study was designed to identify inhibitors against wild type (WT) as well as mutant ROS-1 protein that will offer a broader spectrum of activity. Exploring crystal structure of ROS-1 complexed with Lorlatinib, receptor-ligand pharmacophore model was developed using Discovery Studio (DS) software. The developed pharmacophore model consisted of one hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA), one hydrogen bond donor (HBD) and two hydrophobic features (HY), subsequently utilized for virtual screening of commercially available databases and the retrieved hits were further subjected to fitness score and Lipinski's filter. Thereafter, the retrieved hits were docked in WT and mutated (Gly2032Arg) proteins of ROS-1. Total five molecules were retrieved with good docking scores and good binding interactions within the active site of WT and mutated ROS-1. The binding energies of the ligand-receptor complexes were predicted via calculation of MM-GBSA score. To predict the stability of the ligand receptor complexes with mutant and wild type proteins, molecular dynamic simulation was performed. Thus, these identified hits show good binding affinities with WT and mutant ROS-1 proteins that may be further evaluated for their in-vitro/in-vivo activity.